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About This Game

The Rabbit and The Owl is a cooperative puzzle-platformer where you (or you and a friend) journey through a fractured yet
beautiful and hand-painted negative space landscape. The titular characters are confined to the realms of light and dark and are

only able to progress through constant cooperation. Each puzzle requires you to explore and understand how you can best
manipulate the environment and utilize the characters' special abilities to reach their respective goals.

The game is set in the ancient world of Yril, a once vibrant land now a faded shell of its former self. At an uncertain point in
time, two kindred spirits have manifested themselves as the Rabbit and the Owl. You will guide them through tranquil forests,

harsh deserts, crumbling cities, and more while seeing echoes of the past toward a fateful encounter in the depths of Mount
Rulnar.

Key Features

Rich puzzles:
The game naturally introduces and teaches puzzle-solving concepts as you progress. Each puzzle may draw on concepts
learned before but always has a specific light bulb moment that is unique only to that level. Variety is the spice of life!

Low mechanical skill ceiling:
Mechanical execution of moving the characters, activating switches, using special abilities, etc. is designed to be less
demanding for players who may not be the best at platformers or games in general. The puzzles are mostly solved
through careful analysis of what to do -- the difficulty of actually completing them is kept to a minimum.
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Atmospheric, cohesive aesthetics:
Unique, painterly artwork for every level and a soothing, original soundtrack to complement the game and the story.

Co-op:
Play solo by swapping between control of the Rabbit and the Owl, or play with a friend by plugging in a controller or
two (currently only shared screen and officially tested for Xbox 360/One controllers). There is an unofficial workaround
for playing online co-op, but your mileage may vary. Read more about it here.

Interpretive story:
Piece together the mythology of the world and Yril's past to discover why the Rabbit and the Owl are here now.
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The game is fun even though it could be luck based sometimes. For example, you need to get lucky getting good items such as
diamond weapons. However, you might not need to get lucky if you have skill to beat the level. The game is good with it\u2019s
soundtrack and gameplay. I recommend getting a coupon for this game though. A way to get this coupon would be trading with
the profile named Trashdump.. TLDR: If you want a basic game to kill time, its OK. If you want to do achievements and
challanges, the game is too buggy to complete them properly. (Yes, taht is being said with only 6-7 hours played, but the game
can pretty much be completed in under 2 hours)

Game is pretty entertaining for a few hours, so I can't fault it for that. My problem with it begins at the coding. When you get to
later parts of the game you are almost required to use the portals for most of challanges, which is not neccisarily a bad thing, but
when you already have to design a room to do 16K+ damage and hope that the last thing that puts it over that 16K threshhold is
the exact thing that you want (making it already an RNG senerio where you will have to try the same design sometimes
hundreds of times just to have the weapon that only does 3 damage a second gets the last hit) only to have it completely ruined
by the codes in ability to do what the weapon is intended. Main frustration being the portals apparent ability to take the dummy
and make it disappear from the game forever, making an already complete RNG attempt completely pointless.. I enjoyed this
game through to the end and enjoyed the ending just as much as throughout, It's a bit slow but it does have a nice ending..
Amazing game for what it is, think only selling point for me was because its a furry game. It was entertaining for a day.. For the
pennies this game costed me, I had a few laughs and some fun for a day or two until it got repetitive.. super game very good nice
work. This is an awesome and challenging game with excellent animations, art, and gameplay. It's filled to the brim with
violence, gore, and messed up scenes. All up, really good if you're in to that kind of stuff (Which I am). Some of the dialog in
the beginning is kinda random, but still pretty funny. The only criticism I can really offer is that it isn't Mac compatible.

(:3 also ponies). This is my first time to play an Assassin's Creed game. I picked this one since everyone says it's one of the best
AC games. I can't say much, but so far I love this game. The environment looks so beautiful, and the story is interesting. The
protagonist kicks some a**. And I get to drive a ship. Fantastic.. I really wish I could recommend this game. Most of the
reviews I've read aren't even aware that this is an unpdate of a game so old is pre-dates MOO and MOO2. So to compare this
with the MOO games isn't really fair, since it's just as likely MOO took ideas from the old Armada 2525.

There are some great features to the game. In particular, the events notifications after each turn allows itself to be used as a sort
of checklist when resolving issues, in a way that not even the new Civ games do. However, there are several tedious features.
Moving population around planets is necessary, and it just takes a little too long to issue each transport command. The issues are
minor, such as having to move the mouse far across the screen, instead of having common commands set right next to each
other. So it isn't awful, just a little tiring to me after some hours of play.

Alien races keep spamming me with requests and deal offers, and there is no way to stop them. Unfortunately, most of the
offers just aren't that important. I finally declared war on one race to stop their nagging, which reduced communications to a
series of offers for peace. The aliens will also sometimes park on your planets, doing no harm, but causing the game to prompt
you to declare war every single turn, which also gets tedious.

This is basically a good, relatively simple sci fi 4x game that probably has some good strategy. But the polish isn't there, for me.
The pace of play tends to tire me rather than energize me. So I recommend avoiding it, although it might be enjoyable if you are
really interested in 4x sci fi games, of which there are not enough.

I have only played the Gold edition. Based on the new features list, I would avoid the regular edition and only buy the gold, if
you do buy it. It adds quite a lot.

Update: Okay, I changed my mind. But with some caveats. The game is funny, quirky, and easy to mod. If you like exploring a
game to see what makes it tick, and if you don't take it too seriously, this might be a good buy. The problems I mentioned lessen
as the game progresses, and there are many ways to win. Myself, I have made small changes to the random planet generation to
reduce the number of useless planets. It appears to have been made by one person, which I find quite admirable. It isn't really
polished, but it has a good heart.. Good in depth sim for the price.
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Terrible. Absolutely terrible. All I can say is this is an Epic VR Shooter! Brings back so many great memories from classic
arcade games of the past but still feels new and fresh. The stages are great and challenging. A novice can easily get into it but a
seasoned veteran will have thier hands full on the difficult parts. I've played shooters since I was little and I find myself wanting
more of this one!

This is what VR shooters are all about. A must have game to have in your collection. With this price its a no brainer! Can't wait
for more addons or the next game to come out. Highly recommended!. VERY HARD, very addictive and
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665load of fun it's alot like the game deadly 30 loot by day and stay at base at night.
i would recommend it if you have a lot of patience, things do get abit easier when you unlock better guns.. Steins;Gate is a
lemon, Chaos;Child is a lime. They are very similar in a multitude of ways yet also different from each other. Both are amazing
for their own reasons though. If you like Steins;Gate, this is a must play.. bought the game yesterday and after almost ONE year
post launch ,it crashes\/freezes on the 1st min of gamepay,no solutions worked for me so i refunded it,keep up the quality work
"neolithic" games,last money u saw from me.win10 64bit, i5 6500 3.20ghz, 8giga ram, nvidia gtx 1060 6g ram. Hard to list all
of what this game got wrong but man was it bad. Horror elements are pretty much nonexistent. You rely on mana to do pretty
much everything in this game and you lose some of your max mana every time you die. It is entirely possible for you to lose
enough mana that you cannot progress the story due to lack of mana and at the time I played through it there was no fix. The
game seems to want to be a shooter to an extent but your gun has very limited bullets. You get one later that uses mana but it
only works against a singular enemy type to be prepared to use the axe they give you for the vast majority of your fights. Gonna
leave it at that and seriously recommend people give this game a pass as it just feels like a subpar barely finished game that
would be better off as a free download.. If you can read the title of this game, you know what you're getting. If you can't, then
how are you reading this? You can play something like this free online, but my 2 year old son liked the pictures of puppies so I
bought it. A lot cheaper than most of his toys, and it held his attention for about as long (5 minutes). He likes classic Doom a lot
more, but at least with Puppy Dog: Jigsaw Puzzles I don't feel like I'm contributing to his moral deprication as much.. Target
audience: Puzzle game lovers\/Trump haters

I played the election edition of 101 Ways to Die, and it's one of the funniest puzzle games I've ever played. I'm not going to hold
back: finding 101 Death Recipes for Trump was pretty satisfying!
The game is easy to learn but gets more challenging as you progress, and the graphics are bright and polished.
I'd definitely recommend it, especially if you appreciate a bit of dark humour and need a bit of pre\/post election stress relief :).
I absolutely loved this game the second I saw it on the my discovery page. I love weird sci-fi, space games and although quite
primitive I thought it would be some fun. And when you are explorin the universe this guy's created it is awesome. The problem
isn't that there's something wrong with the game, it's that this game isn't finished. Many people have said the same thing and
froom finally playing the game I agree. It isn't just that there's a lack of polish, which I could easily forgive, or even that there a
few small issues with the game, it's that it feels like there a whole section of the game that's missing. Right I'm stuck because I
forgot what a guy told me to do to progress and theres no way to see certain dialogue's after they are said. Also, giving the
NPC's on the world something to say would help a lot in making this world feel more real. Some places have ambient NPC
dialogue, but most don't. And the fact that this game hasn't been updated in over 6 months tells me that they stopped working on
this game long ago. Unfortunately I cannot recommend even though I want to so badly. Given some life and some direction this
game could have been great.. The game is short and sweet, not hard at all but still enjoyable. The puzzles are fun and going
around and collecting objects you need dosen't take away from the fun here. I'd recommend trying it since it's free.

Demo now available!:
Hello everyone,

For those of you who have wishlisted The Rabbit and The Owl and didn't know we had a demo on our website (I admit it's not
obvious), the demo is now available on Steam for your convenience! The "Download Demo" button should be on the right-hand
side of the Store page. Any progress you make will carry over to the full game should you decide to purchase the full game.

If there are any issues, please send an email to contact@formalsheep.com or post a new thread on the game's discussion forums
on Steam. Thanks!

- Gary
. Patch 3 (August 23, 2018):
Hey everyone,
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Here are a few more adjustments to the game. Nothing too drastic!

General. Official release date set for Friday, August 3!:
We're very excited to announce The Rabbit and The Owl will release on Friday, August 3 at noon! This game has been a long
time coming, ever since development initially started around April 2015. I can't believe it's been over 3 years -- so many trials
and tribulations along the way. We can't wait until we can share what we've created with all of you!

- Gary. Patch 1 (August 8, 2018):
Hey everyone,

There are bound to be bugs or issues that slip through the cracks, despite how much testing we do internally. In an effort to
document things, here are the things we fixed in our first patch!

Note: Previous updates were to correct the tiniest of issues, such as slightly moving a respawn point.

General. Online Co-op... Kind Of!:
Hey everyone,

It has come to my attention that there is an unofficial workaround to playing online co-op with friends. It is not anything
implemented natively, but basically you can use an application called Parsec.

Essentially, it lets one person host the game locally and share their screen with other players online. Their input devices are
seamlessly integrated into the host's computer so you can play the game as if you were connected to the host's computer directly.
There's very little latency as long as everyone's Internet is good.

I was able to test this successfully with both the 1 controller + 1 keyboard setup and the 2 controller setup for co-op.

I've seen this application being used for games like Enter the Gungeon and Sausage Sports Club -- games that do not inherently
have online co-op but use this as a workaround. I just caution that I do not officially support it and give no guarantees that it'll
work well for you.

Anyways, just thought you all should know that this is a possible option!

Link to the Parsec website.[www.parsecgaming.com]

- Gary
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